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In April, Memorial Hospital mailed it’s Spring 
2023 issue of Healthy Life to area residents.   
 
Particularly touching is the story “Exceptional Care” on pages 36-
39 about the Mueller family and the compassionate care they 
received with the birth of their daughter Harper – especially in light 
of the complications with the pregnancy, and with Harper’s death 
within the week of her birth.   
 
Dr. Shawn O’Connor is quoted in relation to the “miracle of birth” 
and that Neonatologists “dedicate our lives to healing 
newborns.”  Nurse Kelly Harre  notes the tragic loss of the 
Muellers, but shares that she “wanted to do whatever I could to 
help and support them during this time.”   
 
It seems that what the Muellers needed was exactly what Memorial 
offered at that time… kindness and compassion as Kelsey and 
Kyle spent a few short days with their newborn daughter, got the 
ability to know her and remember her, and the ability to go through 
grieving and healing. 
 
Yet it is ironic that at the same time this publication was being sent 
throughout the community, Memorial was implementing plans to 
begin aborting other babies in similar situations.  Is Memorial 
unaware of that incongruity?  Are they unaware that all parents in 
this situation need kindness, compassion and care - to help them 
deal with the natural processes of life and death.  Parents do not 
need to buy an abortion from Memorial.  Or to later come to the 
realization that they were complicit in causing the death of their 
unborn child.   
 

In light of Memorial’s plans, there are other “ironic” 
aspects to Memorial’s publication: the use of the word 
“Life” in the title; Mike McManus’ letter plugging the 
uniqueness of the Family Care Birthing Center; the 
inclusion of a photo of the original 1958 building plaque 
and it’s words “Dedicated to the Glory of God and to all 
Humankind”; and the explanation that the rays in the 
Memorial logo reflect “the glory of God”. 
 
In a future issue will they add to the list of “Firsts in 
Memorial’s History”, the killing of innocent children with 
disabilities?  Will they be as proud of that ’first’?   Or too 
ashamed to admit to it and share it?  


